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Abstract

The branching ratios of the radiative decays η(′) →
π+π−π0γ are still unknown. Only an upper limit for η has
been established and η′ has not been observed.

In this thesis the decays of η and η′ into the final state
π+π−π0γ are studied through the dominant contributions
from bremsstrahlung and intermediate vector meson states
respectively. Simulations have been done using ROOT, a
framework based on C++ language, to determine if the
decay to the final state can be observed. Based on theories
describing the dominant contributions to the final state
signal, event generators have been designed in this thesis
to produce particle distributions for the mentioned decay
branches. The process η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0 is 6.16±0.83
more likely than η′ → π+π−π0 decay. Probabilities for the
η → π+π−π0γ contributions are presented as a function of
different photon energies.

Sammanfattning

Den bakomliggande dynamiken hos de radiativa sönder-
fallen η(′) → π+π−π0γ är fortfarande okänd. I nuläget
finns bara en övre gräns för η och η′ har ännu inte fastställts.

I detta projekt studeras sönderfallen av η och η′ till
sluttillst̊andet π+π−π0γ genom de dominanta bidragen
fr̊an bromsstr̊alning av η och ett mellantillst̊and där η′

först sönderfaller till ωγ och ett ytterligare sönderfall av
ω till π+π−π0. Simulationer har genomförts med hjälp
av ROOT, som är ett program baserat p̊a C++, för att
avgöra om sönderfallen kan observeras. Händelsegeneratorn
baseras p̊a tidigare arbeten som beskriver sönderfallsprocesserna
och resultaten presenteras i from av Dalitz-grafer. Sanno-
likheten för processen η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0 är 6.16±0.83
g̊anger mer trolig än η′ → π+π−π0. Sannolikheten för
η → π+π−π0γ presenteras i resultatdelen av rapporten för
olika energier av fotonen som avges genom bromsstr̊alning.
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1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) is a gathering of theories and discov-
eries the scientific community has done since the 1930s. It ex-
plains the fundamental structure of matter consisting of quarks,
leptons, gauge bosons and the Higgs particle. It covers particle
interaction through all the fundamental forces except gravitation
and explains many of the experimental results obtained over the
years.
Still there are mysteries the SM does not cover, such as what
dark matter actually is or why there is much more matter than
anti-matter in the universe [1], therefore it can not be considered
a complete theory.
The mathematical aspect underlying the SM is quantum field
theory, where the framework is the Lagrangian and the princi-
ple of least action describing a system of particles. The free pa-
rameters in the Lagrangian are e.g. fundamental particle masses
and gauge coupling terms. To complete, or at least increase, our
knowledge and expand SM one tool is to increase the precision
of predictions made by getting more well-defined parameters or
studying physics beyond the SM.
The SM can be divided into different sectors, particle interactions
through the strong, weak, electromagnetic force and the Higgs
mechanism. The theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED) cov-
ers the electromagnetic interactions between particles in the SM.
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) cover the strong force reac-
tions between particles.

1.1 Background

Quarks are the fundamental elementary particles that consti-
tute a group of composite particles called the hadrons. There
are 6 known quarks with different quantum numbers describing
their properties. Until today no free quark has been observed and
hadron interactions are a viable option to study these particles
that govern physics on the most fundamental level. The hadrons
can further be divided into two groups of particles called baryons
and mesons. Three quarks make up a baryon, such as the proton
and the neutron. Mesons are instead combinations of quark and
anti-quark pairs. The quarks and anti-quarks are spin 1/2 parti-
cles thereby defining baryons as fermions and mesons as bosons.
Examples of mesons are eta(η), eta’(η′), pions(π) and the omega
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(ω) which are discussed in this project.

1.2 The η and η′ mesons

The η and η′ mesons were discovered in the 1960s [2] and are two
neutral (zero electric charge) components in the pseudoscalar

nonet. They consist of the quark compositions, η : uū+dd̄+2ss̄√
6

,

η′ : uū+dd̄−ss̄√
3

[3]. u corresponds to the up quark whereas d and s

are down and strange quarks. The bar above ū, d̄ and s̄ denotes
the anti-quarks.
The term pseudoscalar meson corresponds particles with JP =
0−, where J is the angular momentum quantum number of the
particle and P is the parity.
In this project simulations have been performed for the η and η′

mesons decaying into the final state (FS) consisting of π+π−π0γ.
The motivation for doing this study is the fact that experimen-
tal observations are missing at the time of writing. Only an up-
per limit has been established for the branching ratio of η →
π+π−π0γ [4]. As for the decay channel η′ → π+π−π0γ the
branching ratio is unknown.
A large amount of data is available of the decays of η and η′ from
BES-III [5] and KLOE-2 [6] experiments. In the near future a
data sample of 2 · 108 η mesons and 6 · 107 η′ mesons will be
available from these experiments. The goal of this project is to
prepare event generators for the dominant contributions to the
decay channels η(′) → π+π−π0γ and determine if it is possible to
observe them.

2 Theory

2.1 Decay width

The decay of a particle is characterised by its mean lifetime, τ .
The uncertainty principle states [7] that ∆Eτ ≥ ~

2 . In the rest
frame of the particle ∆E = ∆W , where W is the invariant mass
of a particle, one can express a particle’s decay width, Γ, as:

∆W =
Γ

2
=

1

2τ
,

in natural units, i.e. ~ = 1, c = 1. Visually the particle mass is
given by the Breit-Wigner distribution with the full width at half
maximum depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 1: The invariant mass distribution of generated ω mesons
from the decay of η′ in rest to ω and γ.

The decay width of a particle with mass M decaying into n parti-
cles is given by the expression [8]:

Γ =
(2π)4

2M

∫
|M|2dΦ, (1)

where the integral is over the phase-space, Φ, governing the kine-
matics of the decay particles. M is the matrix element and am-
plitude describing the dynamics of the specific decay, not to be
confused with particle mass M.
Generally an unstable particle decays through a multitude of
channels with different strength. Thus the definition of the total
decay width of a particle is the sum of all channels, ΓTot =

∑
i

Γi.

The branching ratio of a specific decay channel is then:

Br(i) =
Γi

ΓTot
. (2)

2.1.1 Phase-space

The phase-space is a representation of all possible states governed
by the kinematics of a system of one or more particles. For a par-
ticle with four momentum P decaying into i particles it is defined
as [8]:

dΦ =
∏
i

(d3~pi)

(2π)3Ei
δ4(P −

∑
pi), (3)
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where the P and pi’s in the delta function are the four-momentum
vectors whereas ~pi are the three-momentum vectors.

2.2 η′ → π+π−π0γ

The decay of η′ to π+π−π0γ can occur through various branches,
as can be seen in figure 2. The branching ratios can be seen in
table 1 below. It can decay to the FS directly, hereby known as
direct decay (DD), through radiative decay (electro-magnetic in-
teraction). The η′ meson can also decay radiatively through ad-
ditional branches where it first decays into an intermediate vector
meson (JP = 1−), a neutral ω or ρ0 meson, together with a pho-
ton. Subsequently the vector mesons transition into the π+π−π0

in the FS through strong force hadronic decay.

Figure 2: Relevant Feynman diagrams of the decay modes of η′.
In a) we see the DD to the FS. In b) η′ decays into an interme-
diate state consisting of a vector meson and γ, where the vector
meson subsequently decays into the pions in the FS.

The total amplitude describing the decay through the interme-
diate vector meson state can be expressed as the superposition
MV = Mω + Mρ. From this one deduces that there will be
a contribution from the vector mesons in the form |MV |2 =
Mω

2 +Mρ
2 + 2MωMρ, where the last term is due to an inter-

ference between the ω and ρ0 meson. From table 1, one sees that
the contribution from the decay chain η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0 is
dominant with a branching ratio of:

Br(η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0) = (4)

Br(η′ → ωγ)×Br(ω → π+π−π0) = 2.45%, (5)
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Table 1: Branching ratios of η′ to the FS through an intermedi-
ate vector meson[8].

Decay mode Branching ratio
η′ → ωγ 2.75± 0.23 %
η′ → ρ0γ 29.1± 0.5 %
ρ0 → π+π−π0 (1.01± 0.34)× 10−4

ω → π+π−π0 89.2± 0.7 %

whereas the decay chain through ρ0 meson is suppressed with
a factor 10−3. Taking this into consideration the contribution
from ρ0 has been neglected and so has the interference term to
simplify the project.

2.2.1 Transition amplitude of η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0

The decay to the final state through the intermediary vector me-
son can be calculated as a sequential decay [8]. The amplitude of
the η′ decay to ωγ is described by the relativistic Breit-Wigner
formula [7], [9]:

Mη′→ω =

√
k

(E2
ω −M2) + iMΓω

, (6)

where Eω is the pole position of the resonance energy and M is
the mass of the particle. Γω is the decay width for the ω reso-
nance.

k =
2
√

2MΓωγ

π
√
M2 + γ

, γ =
√
M2(M2 + Γ2

ω) . (7)

The partial decay width for ω → π+π−π0 is given from [10] as:

dΓ =
P

(2π)332Mη′
|C|2ds1ds2, (8)

where P is the phase space factor and the C is the amplitude of
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the decay. The invariants s1 and s2 are defined such as:

s1 = (p+ + p0)2 ,

s2 = (p− + p0)2 .

(9)

According to the authors the structure of the decay is dominated
from the phase-space factor P which is given as the tensor ex-
pression [10]:

P = −1

3
εµνλσp

µ
0p
ν
+p

λ
−ε

σ
µ′ν′λ′ p

µ′

0 p
ν′

+ p
λ′

− (10)

Here p0, p+ and p− are the four-momentum vectors of the parti-
cles π0, π+ and π− respectively.

2.3 η → π+π−π0γ

According to [11] the decay of η to the FS π+π−π0γ is dom-
inated through inner bremsstrahlung, i.e. a photon is emitted
from the charged pions in the final state in the decay process of
η → π+π−π0. The contribution to the DD η → π+π−π0γ can
be defined as the difference of two processes Γobs − ΓGB , where
Γobs is all of the observed π+π−π0γ from the decay of an ensem-
ble of η mesons. ΓGB is the decay width of the contribution to
the π+π−π0γ channel through non-radiative elements. In fig. 3
Feynman diagrams of the two decay modes are shown.
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams of the decay modes of η. In a) we
see the DD to the FS. In b) η decays into π+π−π0 where a γ is
emitted through bremsstrahlung either from π+ or π−.

2.3.1 Transition amplitude of η → π+π−π0γ

From [11] the contribution to the FS through bremsstrahlung
emission of a photon from the η → π+π−π0 decay is given by a
general bremsstrahlung amplitude:

MGB = eεµEµ, (11)

The equation above is a scalar product where the εµ is the ele-
ments of the polarisation four vector, the sum is over all possible
polarisation states of the emitted photon. If the polarisation of
the photon is not measured, the sum of all polarisations states of
the square amplitude becomes:

|MGB|2 = e2| − gµνEµEν |. (12)

Eµ for the generalized bremsstrahlung contribution to the FS in
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lowest order is [11];

Eµ =A(x, y)(
pµ+
k · p+

−
pµ−
k · p−

)

−
√

3

mηQ
(pµ0 + pµη −

pµ−
k · p−

(k · p0 + k · pη))
∂A(x, y)

∂x

+
3

2m2
ηQ

2
[(k · p0 + k · pη)(pµ0 + pµη −

pµ−
k · p−

(k · p0 + k · pη))

− k · p−pµ+ + k · p+p
µ
−]
∂2A(x, y)

∂x2
,

where Q = mη − 2m+ −m0. The particle masses mi are labeled
according to corresponding particle and k is the four-momentum
vector of the photon.
A(x,y) is the fitted amplitude for the decay η → π+π−π0 up to a
normalisation constant which is also obtained from [11]:

A(x, y) =
√

1 + ay + by2 + cx2 ,

a = −1.22± 0.07 , b = 0.22± 0.11 , c = 0.10 .

The variables x and y are functions of the invariants:

x =

√
3(s− − s+)

2mηQ
, y =

3

2mηQ
[(mη −m0)2 − s]− 1 ,

s+ = (pη − p+)2 , s− = (pη − p−)2 , s = (pη − p0)2 .

2.4 Dalitz plot and kinematic boundaries

A Dalitz plot can visualize events where an ensemble of identical
particles decay to a specific FS. The decays of η(′) → π+π−π0γ
can be indexed in terms of the invariants, s1 in the x-axis and
s2 in y-axis defined in eq. (9), a picture can be depicted of the
decay width in terms of the chosen invariants.
Boundaries are given by the kinematics of the decay where the
invariant s2 for a given s1 must satisfy the relations [8]:

(s2)max = (E− + E0)2 −
(√

E2
− −m2

− −
√
E2

0 −m2
0

)2

,

(s2)min = (E− + E0)2 −
(√

E2
− −m2

− +
√
E2

0 −m2
0

)2

. (13)
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In the rest frame of s1 the energy of π− and π0 for a three body
decay such as η(′)→ π+π−π0 is [8]:

E0 =
s2

1 −m2
+ +m2

0

2s1
,

E− =
M2 − s2

1 −m2
−

2s1
,

where M is the mass of the decaying particle.

3 Methodology

3.1 ROOT

The simulations of the decays have been done with ROOT, a
C++ based program, developed at CERN. It can be used to sim-
ulate events or analyse data of high-energy physics, such as beam
collisions and decays [12]. It has been used for simulation of the
particle decays.
Utilizing the class TLorentzVector.h particles are expressed and
manipulated through four-vector algebra. The class TGenPhas-
eSpace.h generates the phase-space for kinetically allowed particle
decays. Generating N events and recording them in histograms,
using the class TH2F.h, yields the Dalitz plots seen in the re-
sults. For more information see [13].

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Generating the sequential decay η′ → ωγ, ω →
π+π−π0

The simulation is done by letting N identical η′ particles decay
in their rest frame to an ω meson and a γ and further generate a
decay of the ω meson to π+π−π0.
An η′ → ωγ event is generated by assigning a random mass M to
an ω meson through the distribution given by the squared rela-
tivistic Breit Wigner formula eq. (6):

|Mη′→ω|2 =
k

(E2
ω −M2)2 +M2Γ2

ω

. (14)

The values were obtained from [8]:

Eω = 0.782 GeV , Γω = 0.00849 GeV. (15)
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TGenPhaseSpace.h is then made to initialize a two-body decay
of η′ to an ω with random mass and a massless γ. An example
simulation of this process can be seen in fig.1.
Subsequently each generated ω undergoes a decay to π+π−π0.
The rest masses of the pions are chosen to be constant, m+ =
0.1395 GeV, m− = 0.1395 GeV and m0 = 0.1349 GeV, but with
a different momentum vector in each case. A boundary is writ-
ten in the code that filters out events where energy-momentum
conservation is violated through the generated particles.
Each event is labeled by the invariant masses s1 and s2, eq. (9)
of the generated particles and it is stored in the corresponding
bin in the Dalitz plot depicting the simulation of N identical par-
ticles. The events are weighted with eq. (8) times the weights
from the decays η′ → ωγ generated through the class TGenPhas-
eSpace.h. The matrix element squared, |C|2 is assumed to be 1
since it does not contribute much to the structure of the decay
according [10] and because the events are normalized to branch-
ing ratios obtained from [8]. In fig.4 the Dalitz plot of the simu-
lation η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0 can be seen. Normalizing to the
entries in the simulation loop and integrating over all bins a de-
cay width is extracted.

3.2.2 Generating the decay η → π+π−π0γ through gener-
alised bremsstrahlung

The η particle is expressed as a four-vector in its rest-frame. Uti-
lizing TGenPhaseSpace.h, as in the previous case, η decays into
the pions, π+π−π0, and a massless γ. The weight of each decay
is given by the partial width, eq. (1), (12):

dΓGB =
(2π)4

2Mη
|MGB|2dΦη→π+π−π0γ . (16)

Constraints are given to the photon energy in the code, depicting
Dalitz plots in different photon energy levels as has been done
in[11]. The authors of [10] have shown that the bremsstrahlung
contribution diminishes with increasing photon energy. Figures
7-13 are the results from the simulations.
N events are then extracted from the simulations by normalizing
to the branching ratios from [11], which can bee seen in table 2
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Table 2: Branching fractions, from [11], of η′ → π+π−π0γ
through a generalized bremmstrahlung amplitude with respect
to η → π+π−π0 events.

Decay mode η → π+π−π0γ Branching fraction (
ΓEi

Γη→π+π−π0
)

15 MeV< E(γ) < 30 MeV (2.30± 0.04)× 10−3

30 MeV< E(γ) < 50 MeV (5.99± 0.10)× 10−4

50 MeV< E(γ) < 70 MeV (1.85± 0.11)× 10−4

70 MeV< E(γ) < 90 MeV (4.47± 0.14)× 10−5
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4 Results and Discussion

In this section obtained Dalitz plots from the simulations are pre-
sented. Signal acceptances are also shown in respect to the de-
cays η′ → π+π−π0 and η → π+π−π0.

Figure 4: Decay of η′ → ωγ with the subsequent
decay ω → π+π−π0. The x-axis corresponds to the
invariant mass squared of π+π0 and the y-axis is
the invariant mass squared of π−π0 denoted as s1

and s2 in section 2.4. The red boundary is the kine-
matically allowed region for the three-body decay
η′ → π+π−π0

Normalizing the obtained Dalitz plot to the branching fraction
Br(η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0) yield NFS = 24530, η′ decays
into the FS through the intermediate vector meson ω, events
over N = 106 generated η′ particles. The number of events
inside the invariant mass squared region of the hadronic decay
η′ → π+π−π0, given by eq. (13) and shown as the red boundary
in fig. 4, is NFS,fraction = 23429± 1959. The signal acceptance is
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calculated by:

NFS,fraction
Nη′→π+π−π0

= 6.16± 0.83, (17)

where Nη′→π+π−π0 is given by the ensemble η′ mesons, Nη′ = 106

and the branching ratio, Br(η′ → π+π−π0) = (3.8 ± 0.4) × 10−3

[8], such that Nη′→π+π−π0 = Nη′Br(η
′ → π+π−π0).

In fig. 5 the missing mass distribution of π0 and the photon is
shown. This is used to distinguish events (η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0)
from η′ → π+π−π0.

Figure 5: Missing mass distribution of π0 and γ, for
the decay η′ → π+π−π0γ, in the case of undetected
π0 or γ.

In fig. 6 the distribution of the photon energies are shown for
the bremsstrahlung contribution for the decay η → π+π−π0γ.
This shows that the decay width diminishes as the photon energy
increases, which is also discussed in [11]. The simulations done
for this decay have been divided into different energy intervals.
The cut in the distribution is due to the minimum and maximum
photon energies in the simulations.
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Figure 6: Photon energy distribution in the decay
η → π+π−π0γ through bremsstrahlung. The cuts
are made in the interval where simulations have
been done.

Below are the Dalitz plots obtained from the simulation of
η → π+π−π0γ explained in section 3.2.2. The graphs depict
different energy levels of the emitted photon. The red bound-
ary is the kinematically allowed region for the three-body decay
η → π+π−π0. Also the missing mass distribution of π0 and the
photon is presented for the corresponding energy intervals for the
photon.
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Figure 7: Decay of η → π+π−π0γ. The simula-
tion filters allowed γ energies to 10 MeV< E(γ) <
30 MeV.

Figure 8: Missing mass distribution of π0 and γ,
for the decay η → π+π−π0γ at 10 MeV< E(γ) <
30 MeV.
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Figure 9: Decay of η → π+π−π0γ. The simula-
tion filters allowed γ energies to 30 MeV< E(γ) <
50 MeV.
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Figure 10: Missing mass distribution of π0 and
γ, for the decay η → π+π−π0γ at 30 MeV<
E(γ)50 MeV.

Figure 11: Decay of η → π+π−π0γ. The simula-
tion filters allowed γ energies to 50 MeV< E(γ) <
70 MeV.
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Figure 12: Missing mass distribution of π0 and γ,
for the decay η → π+π−π0γ at 50 MeV< E(γ) <
70 MeV.
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Figure 13: Decay of η → π+π−π0γ. The simula-
tion filters allowed γ energies to 70 MeV< E(γ) <
90 MeV.
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Figure 14: Missing mass distribution of π0 and γ,
for the decay η → π+π−π0γ at 70 MeV< E(γ) <
90 MeV.

In table 3 results in terms of signal acceptance, in respect to the
η → π+π−π0 decay, and number of events in the different photon
energy intervals can be seen. The signal acceptances are obtained
by dividing the events bounded in the kinematically allowed re-
gion for η → π+π−π0 of η → π+π−π0γ by the number of events
of η → π+π−π0. The events of η → π+π−π0 are obtained from
the branching ratio, 0.2292 [8], in an ensemble of 108 η mesons.

Table 3: Signal acceptance and number of events are presented.
Total events indicate events over the whole invariant mass
squared distribution of the corresponding decay intervals of
η → π+π−π0γ through bremsstrahlung. Events* are events in
the region η → π+π−π0 bounded by the red boundary in the
Dalitz plots.

Decay mode η → π+π−π0γ Acceptance Total Events Events*
10 MeV< E(γ) < 30 MeV (2.09± 0.04)× 10−3 52716 ±1120 47922±1018
30 MeV< E(γ) < 50 MeV (4.41± 0.09)× 10−4 13729 ±284 10124±209
50 MeV< E(γ) < 70 MeV (8.50± 0.51)× 10−5 4240 ±257 1949±118
70 MeV< E(γ) < 90 MeV (4.62± 0.17)× 10−6 1024 ±34 106±4
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5 Conclusion

I have simulated the decays of η′ and η to the final state π+π−π0γ
using ROOT and known structures of the decays. No simulation
has been done through the direct decay to the final state. Only
dominant contributions to the FS have been simulated.
Figures 4, 7, 9 and 13 show the Dalitz plots of the simulations
and visualize the amplitude of the two decays. The interference
term in the intermediate meson state of the η′ decay has been
neglected.
Signal acceptances have been calculated, eq. (17) and table 3, as
well as the number of events through the dominated contribu-
tions to the FS signal through a vector meson intermediate state
and bremsstrahlung. The number of events corresponds to the
decay of an ensemble of 106 η′ particles and 108 η particles.
The dominant modes should be possible to observe in the col-
lected data samples of η anf η′ mesons at KLOE and BESIII
experiments. The prepared event generators could be used for
simulations to develop algorithms to identify the reactions.
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6 Appendix

Code for simulating η′ → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0.

#include "TGenPhaseSpace.h"

#include "TH2.h"

#include "TH1.h"

#include "TRandom.h"

#include "math.h"

#include "TF1.h"

#include "TComplex.h"

// Constants

Double_t pi = TMath ::Pi();

Double_t m_pi0 =0.1349;

Double_t m_pi =0.1395;

Double_t m_etap =0.958;

Double_t m_omega =0.782;

Double_t gomega =0.00849;

Double_t m_eta =0.548;

Double_t E = m_omega;

Double_t Tot1 =0;

Double_t TotI =0;

Double_t f=0.09;

Double_t hp =0.304;

Double_t ha=2.1;

Double_t ba =0.27;

Double_t mv =0.776;

const Double_t m1 =0.139570;

const Double_t m3 =0.139570;

const Double_t m2 =0.134976;

const Double_t M=0.958;

// kinematic boundary 3 body decay

Double_t lim1(Double_t m12s){

Double_t E2=(m12s -m1*m1+m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12s ));

Double_t E3=(M*M-m12s -m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12s ));

Double_t max= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

Double_t min= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)
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-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

return max;

};

Double_t lim2(Double_t m12){

Double_t E2=(m12 -m1*m1+m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12 ));

Double_t E3=(M*M-m12 -m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12 ));

Double_t max= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

Double_t min= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

return min;

};

// relativistic breit wigner distribution

Double_t myFunc(Double_t x)

{

Double_t gamma ,k,denom;

gamma = sqrt(x*x*(x*x+gomega*gomega ));

k = 2*sqrt (2)*x*gomega*gamma

/(pi*sqrt(x*x+gamma ));

denom = 1/((E*E-x*x)

*(E*E-x*x)+x*x*gomega*gomega );

return k*denom;

};

void omegapi () {

// TLorentzVector W, restfame of eta’ particle
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TLorentzVector W(0, 0.0, 0.0, m_etap );

// Two events. The first one generates the

// Lorentz vector for the omega -meson.

// The second one generates the state

//with pi-pi+pi0.

TGenPhaseSpace event1;

TGenPhaseSpace event2;

TH2F *hM = new TH2F("Invariant Mass",

"Decay of eta ’-> omega gamma , omega ->pi+ pi -

   pi0", 200,0, 1, 200, 0, 1);

hM->SetXTitle("M2(pi0 pi+)");

hM->SetYTitle("M2(pi0 pi -)");

hM->SetZTitle("Events");

TF1 *BW = new TF1("BW","myFunc(x)" ,0,2);

for (Int_t n=0;n <10000000;n++) {

//The decay of Initial state to intermediary

//state from the rest frame of parent particle.

// Random mass generated from the BW distribution

Double_t m=BW->GetRandom ();

Double_t masses1 [2] = { 0.0, m} ;

event1.SetDecay(W, 2, masses1 );

// check if m < m_etap

if(m>= m_etap)continue;

// check if m > m_pi0 +2* m_pi

if(m< m_pi0 +2* m_pi)continue;

Double_t weight1 = event1.Generate ();

TLorentzVector *pOmega = event1.GetDecay (1);

//The decay of the intermediary vector

//meson in to the FS pi0pi -pi+
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Double_t masses [3] = { m_pi0 , m_pi , m_pi} ;

event2.SetDecay (*pOmega , 3, masses );

Double_t weight = event2.Generate ();

TLorentzVector *P0 = event2.GetDecay (0);

TLorentzVector *Pm = event2.GetDecay (1);

TLorentzVector *Pp = event2.GetDecay (2);

TLorentzVector pIM1 = *P0 + *Pp;

TLorentzVector pIM2 = *P0 + *Pm;

TLorentzVector pIM3 = *Pp + *Pm;

TLorentzVector pIM123 = *Pp + *Pm + *P0;

Double_t mpp=Pp->M();

Double_t mpm=Pm->M();

Double_t mp0=P0->M();

Double_t M=pOmega ->M();

Double_t M1 = pIM1.M2();

Double_t M2 = pIM2.M2();

Double_t M3 = pIM3.M2();

Double_t M123 = pIM123.M();

Double_t mpp2=TMath ::Power(mpp ,2);

Double_t mpm2=TMath ::Power(mpm ,2);

Double_t mp02=TMath ::Power(mp0 ,2);

Double_t p1p2 = 0.5*( M3 - mpp2 - mpm2);

Double_t p2p3 = 0.5*( M2 - mpm2 - mp02);

Double_t p1p3 = 0.5*( M1 - mpp2 - mp02);

//-- Phase -space

Double_t p = 1./3.*( mpp2*mpm2*mp02

+2* p1p2*p2p3*p1p3 - mpp2*pow(p2p3 ,2)

-mpm2*pow(p1p3 ,2) - mp02*pow(p1p2 ,2));

Double_t dg = p/(8.* pi*pi*pi*32.*M*M*M);

if(pIM2.M2()== lim2(pIM1.M2()) ||

pIM2.M2()>lim2(pIM1.M2())) {
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hM2 ->Fill(M1 , M2 ,dg*weight1 );

TotI = TotI + dg*weight1;

}

hM ->Fill(M1 ,M2 ,dg*weight*weight1 );

Tot1=Tot1+dg;

}

// Normalizing and adding boundaries in graph

Double_t scale = 0.0275*0.892*1000000

/hM->Integral ();

hM->Scale(scale/hM ->Integral ());

hM->Draw("colz");

cout <<"Ratio:TotI/Tot1:"<<TotI/Tot1 <<endl;

cout <<"Events FS:"<<Tot1*scale <<endl;

cout <<"Acceptance:" <<(TotI*scale)

/(1000000*0.0038) < < endl;

TF1 *max= new TF1("max","lim1(x)",

(m1+m2)*(m1+m2),(M-m3)*(M-m3));

TF1 *min= new TF1("min","lim2(x)",

(m1+m2)*(m1+m2),(M-m3)*(M-m3));

max ->Draw("SAME");

min ->Draw("SAME");

}

Code for simulating η → π+π−π0γ through a generalized bremsstrahlung
amplitude.

#include "TGenPhaseSpace.h"

#include "TH2.h"

#include "TH1.h"

#include "TRandom.h"

#include "math.h"

#include "TF1.h"

// kinematic boundary 3-body decay

const Double_t m1 =0.139570;

const Double_t m3 =0.139570;

const Double_t m2 =0.134976;

const Double_t M=0.548;

Double_t lim1(Double_t m12s){

Double_t E2=(m12s -m1*m1+m2*m2)
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/(2* sqrt(m12s ));

Double_t E3=(M*M-m12s -m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12s ));

Double_t max= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

Double_t min= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

return max;

};

Double_t lim2(Double_t m12){

Double_t E2=(m12 -m1*m1+m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12 ));

Double_t E3=(M*M-m12 -m2*m2)

/(2* sqrt(m12 ));

Double_t max= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

-sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

Double_t min= (E2+E3)*(E2+E3)

-(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3))

*(sqrt(E2*E2-m2*m2)

+sqrt(E3*E3-m3*m3));

return min;

};

void etapipipig () {

// Constants

Double_t pi = TMath ::Pi();

Double_t m_pi0 =0.134976;

Double_t m_pi =0.139570;

Double_t m_eta =0.548;

Double_t m_etap =0.958;

Double_t m_omega =0.782;

Double_t gomega =0.00849;

Double_t m_rho =0.769;

Double_t grho =0.150;

Double_t a= -1.22;

Double_t b=0.22;
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Double_t c = 0.10;

Double_t e=1;

Double_t TotH =0;

Double_t TotR =0;

Double_t Q = m_eta -2*m_pi -m_pi0;

Double_t TotI =0;

// TLorentzVector W = rest frame of eta

//(Momentum , Energy units are Gev/C, GeV)

// Event creating the state pi-pi+pi0 gamma.

TGenPhaseSpace event1;

//Event creating state pi-pi+pi0

TGenPhaseSpace event2;

TH2F *hM1 = new TH2F("Invariant Mass1",

"0.050 GeV <E(gamma ) <0.090 GeV", 100,0,

0.2, 100, 0, 0.2);

hM1 ->SetXTitle("M2(pi0pi +)");

hM1 ->SetYTitle("M2(pi0pi -)");

hM1 ->SetZTitle("Event intensity");

for (Int_t n=0;n <10000000;n++) {

// Hadronic decay

Double_t masses [3]={ m_pi ,m_pi ,m_pi0 };

event2.SetDecay(W,3,masses );

Double_t weightH=event2.Generate ();

TLorentzVector *PmH =event2.GetDecay (0);

TLorentzVector *PpH =event2.GetDecay (1);

TLorentzVector *P0H =event2.GetDecay (2);

TLorentzVector SH= W - *P0H;

TLorentzVector SpH= W - *PpH;

TLorentzVector SmH= W - *PmH;

// invariants

Double_t sH =SH.M2();
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Double_t spH=SpH.M2();

Double_t smH=SmH.M2();

Double_t s0H =1/3*( sH+spH+smH);

//x,y variables in the hadronic decay

Double_t xH=sqrt (3)*(smH -spH)

/(2* m_eta*Q);

Double_t yH= 3/(2* m_eta*Q)

*((m_eta -m_pi0 )*(m_eta -m_pi0)-sH)-1;

// Amplitude squared for the hadronic decay

Double_t AH = 1+a*yH+b*yH*yH+c*xH*xH;

//Plot axises x:pi0pi+ y:pi0pi -

Double_t M1H =(*P0H + *PpH).M2();

Double_t M2H = (*P0H + *PmH).M2();

TotH=TotH+weightH*AH;

hM2 ->Fill(M1H , M2H , weightH*AH);

// Radiative decay

Double_t masses1 [4]={0.0 ,m_pi ,m_pi ,m_pi0 };

event1.SetDecay(W, 4, masses1 );

Double_t weight = event1.Generate ();

TLorentzVector *PGamma=event1.GetDecay (0);

//Limit of gamma energy

Double_t lim=PGamma ->E();

if(lim <0.05) continue; // Values changed for

if(lim >0.09) continue; // different gamma energies

TLorentzVector *P0 = event1.GetDecay (4);

TLorentzVector *Pm =event1.GetDecay (2);

TLorentzVector *Pp = event1.GetDecay (3);

TLorentzVector pIM1 = *P0 + *Pp;

TLorentzVector pIM2 = *P0 + *Pm;

TLorentzVector pIM3 = *Pp + *Pm;
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TLorentzVector S = W - *P0;

TLorentzVector Sp = W - *Pp;

TLorentzVector Sm = W - *Pm;

// momentum elements of the particles

Double_t ppx = Pp->Px();

Double_t ppy = Pp->Py();

Double_t ppz = Pp->Pz();

Double_t ppE = Pp->E();

Double_t pmx = Pm->Px();

Double_t pmy = Pm->Py();

Double_t pmz = Pm->Pz();

Double_t pmE = Pm->E();

Double_t p0x = P0->Px();

Double_t p0y = P0->Py();

Double_t p0z = P0->Pz();

Double_t p0E = P0->E();

// invariants

Double_t s = S.M2();

Double_t sp = Sp.M2();

Double_t sm = Sm.M2();

//x,y variables

Double_t x= sqrt (3)*(sm-sp)/(2* m_eta*Q);

Double_t y= 3/(2* m_eta*Q)

*((m_eta -m_pi0 )*(m_eta -m_pi0)-s)-1;

// Amplitude 4-body decay

Double_t A = sqrt (1+a*y+b*y*y+c*x*x);

Double_t dA= c*x/sqrt (1+a*y+b*y*y+c*x*x);

Double_t d2A= c/sqrt (1+a*y+b*y*y+c*x*x)

-c*c*x*x/((1+a*y+b*y*y+c*x*x)

*sqrt (1+a*y+b*y*y+c*x*x));

//t’s from article

Double_t tp= *PGamma *(*Pp);

Double_t tm= *PGamma *(*Pm);
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Double_t t0= *PGamma *(*P0);

Double_t teta= tp + tm +t0;

//E elements

Double_t E1=A*(ppx/tp-pmx/tm)-sqrt (3)

/(m_eta*Q)*(p0x -pmx/tm*(t0+teta ))*dA+3

/(2* m_eta*m_eta*Q*Q)*((t0+teta)

*(p0x -pmx/tm*(t0+teta))-(tm*ppx -tp*pmx))

*d2A;

Double_t E2=A*(ppy/tp-pmy/tm)-sqrt (3)

/(m_eta*Q)*(p0y -pmy/tm*(t0+teta ))*dA+3

/(2* m_eta*m_eta*Q*Q)*((t0+teta)

*(p0y -pmy/tm*(t0+teta))-(tm*ppy -tp*pmy))

*d2A;

Double_t E3=A*(ppz/tp-pmx/tm)-sqrt (3)

/(m_eta*Q)*(p0z -pmz/tm*(t0+teta ))*dA+3

/(2* m_eta*m_eta*Q*Q)*((t0+teta)

*(p0z -pmz/tm*(t0+teta))-(tm*ppz -tp*pmz))

*d2A;

Double_t E4=A*(ppE/tp-pmE/tm)-sqrt (3)

/(m_eta*Q)*(p0E -pmE/tm*(t0+teta ))*dA+3

/(2* m_eta*m_eta*Q*Q)*((t0+teta)

*(p0E -pmE/tm*(t0+teta))-(tm*ppE -tp*pmE))

*d2A;

// filling events inside boundary

if(pIM2.M2()== lim2(pIM1.M2()) ||

pIM2.M2()>lim2(pIM1.M2())) {

hM3 ->Fill(M1, M2 ,A2*weight );

TotI = TotI + A2*weight;

}

Double_t M1 = pIM1.M2();

Double_t M2 = pIM2.M2();

Double_t A2 = E1*E1+E2*E2+E3*E3-E4*E4;

TotR=TotR+A2*weight;

hM1 ->Fill(M1, M2 ,A2*weight );

}

// Normalize and getting events acceptance

Double_t sca=1/hM1 ->Integral ()

*100000000*0.2292*5.9*0.0001;

hM1 ->Scale (1/hM1 ->Integral ());
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hM1 ->Draw("colz");

cout <<"sca:"<<sca <<endl;

cout <<"TotR:"<<TotR <<endl;

cout <<"TotI:"<<TotI <<endl;

cout <<"Ratio TotI/TotR: " <<(TotI )/( TotR)<<endl;

cout <<"Acceptance:" <<(TotI)

*sca /(0.2292*100000000) < < endl;

cout <<"Events:" <<(TotR )*( sca)<<endl;

cout <<"Events Inside:" <<(TotI )*( sca)<<endl;

TF1 *max= new TF1("max","lim1(x)",

(m1+m2)*(m1+m2),(M-m3)*(M-m3));

TF1 *min= new TF1("min","lim2(x)",

(m1+m2)*(m1+m2),(M-m3)*(M-m3));

max ->Draw("SAME");

min ->Draw("SAME");

}
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